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We studied the effects of 1and use pattems on p1ant species diversity and p1ant-anima1 

mutua1istic interactions in the processes of p1ant reproductions. We sett1ed 33 p10ts of 0.1 ha having 

various 1and use histories: young fallow， old fallow， old rubber p1antation， rernnant forests， and 

primary forests. Referring our previous works about p1ant reproductive eco1ogy， re1ations among 

1and use types， these distributions， characteristics conceming p1ant reproductions， and p1ant species 

diversity were ana1yzed using GIS. 

Pollination systems and seed dispersa1 systems were clear1y different depending on 1and use. 

Such pattems were exp1ained from p1ant reproductive interva1s， which are re1ated with morta1ity of 

p1ants， and habitats required by mutua1istic anima1s. In rernnant forests， p1ants with grave1 seed 

dispersa1 systems increased， because sink-source ba1ances changed. 

In summery， secondary forests are not suitab1e habitats for p1ants with 10ng reproductive 

interva1s， and rernnant forests are not suitab1e habitats for p1ants with 10ng-dispersed seeds. Primary 

forests are indispensab1e for p1ants with such the combination of reproductive characters to 

regenerate. On1y p1ants with limited types of reproductive characters can invade to human-affected 

areas or can remain in rernnant forests. 

However， the spatia1 distribution of forests modifies the above genera1 conclusion. P1ant 

diversity of rernnant forests or old fallows increased if there were re1ative1y 1arge areas of primary 

vegetation within the surrounding area with a radius of 600 m. In rernnant forests or old fallows 

neighbored by primary forests， p1ant species compositions and reproductive characteristics tended 

to be simi1ar with primary forests. On the other hand， areas of rernnant forests themse1ves and ages 

of old fallows did not significant1y affect species components and diversity. Thus， peop1e can 

continue to use rich bio1ogica1 resources in human-affected areas surrounding primary forests， if 

primary forests are well conserved. 

The villagers used p1ants common in secondary forests for foods and materia1s consumed in 

everyday 1ife and p1ants found in primary forests for enchantments or constructions during rare 

events or crucia1 moments. Such differences were a1so reflected in fo1k tai1s and naming systems of 
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wild plants. Because， secondary forests were rich in species with frequent reproduction and higher 

values of“r" (potential population growth rate)， plants in secondary forests hardly become extinct 

even under intensive use. If primary and secondary forests are neighboring， flora of the latter 

became richer affected by the former. Because people walk around secondary forests much more 

frequently， some rare species were also collected mainly from secondary forests neighboring to 

primary forests. Thus， populations of useful rare species in primary forests， which are seed sources 

of the populations in secondary forests， are kept intact. 
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